WORKSHOPS & PRESENTERS

The SaywhatClub convention is a wonderful opportunity to meet and socialize with others who know
what life is like with hearing loss, but that’s not all our convention offers! There is an abundance of good
information and insight to be mined from our workshops and presentations.
Scroll down the page to read about our scheduled workshops.

Thursday, August 1st

VENDOR INTRODUCTIONS
& UPDATES

1:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.

TBD: Our first workshop on Thursday afternoon will highlight our vendors. Each will give a short
introduction and update for their respective company and/or product.

NOTE: At this time, details are still being worked out for additional workshops, so check back frequently for
updates to this page. You can find a basic schedule and the date and times of workshops here.

Thursday, August 1st
3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.

INTRODUCTION
TO ASL

Rachel Ward
Kelli Panos
Alexandria Moran

If you're like many hard-of-hearing and late deafened adults, you've probably
been exposed to American Sign Language but haven't had much chance to
learn and use it. This workshop can get you started and give you the tools and
resources you can use to improve communication with people in your life,
including family and friends. Our presenters are associated with ASL University,
an online American Sign Language curriculum resource center founded in 1997
by Dr. William G. Vicars (also widely known as "Dr. Bill"), Associate Professor
of American Sign Language and Deaf Studies at California State University,
Sacramento. ASLU provides free self-study materials, lessons, and information, as well as fee-based
instructor-guided courses. Many instructors use the ASLU lessons as a free "textbook" for their local
ASL classes. More information can be found at lifeprint.com.

DESCRIPTION
Introduction to ASL covers the basics of American Sign
Language. This will include fingerspelling, common signs
used in everyday life, and facial grammar. Come and learn
signs for life at home, when you’re out at a restaurant, and
even underwater! Rach, Kelli, and Alex will provide you with
study resources and tips for how to learn a visual language!

PRESENTERS

Copyright © William Vicars, sign language resources at lifeprint.com

Rachel Ward earned her Bachelor's degree in Deaf Studies from California State University,
Sacramento. Rachel is currently an adjunct instructor at a local community college teaching American
Sign Language. She is also the Associate Director of ASL University.
Kelli Panos earned her Bachelor’s Degree in Deaf Studies from California State University,
Sacramento. Since then, Kelli is an intern at ASL University where she is able to work closely with her
mentor and other interns. In addition to the internship, Kelli works with children with autism
implementing applied behavior analysis (ABA). Wherever she ends up, Kelli wants to continue
expanding her knowledge of ASL and the culture.
Alexandria Moran is currently pursuing a Bachelor’s of Arts in Deaf Studies and plans to enter an
interpreter preparation program post graduation. She is an intern at ASL University where she assists in
building resources for teaching online American Sign Language courses. In her free time Alexandria
enjoys volunteering at a local middle school where she teaches ASL.

Thursday, August 1st
4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

ACCESSIBILITY AND
ADVOCACY

Brent Jolley

Have you been challenged with trying to acquire services to participate in meetings or functions? Have
you ever asked yourself questions such as who to contact, who is responsible for the logistics and
planning and who is financially responsible to pay for the service?

DESCRIPTION
A woman, wanting to attend a support group, is nervous about how her disability will impact her ability to
participate in the group. She is concerned about how she should portray herself and how she will be
perceived. What's worse, her fears of rejection are overwhelming. She wished she knew how she
should ask for accommodations. To her amazement, she took the initiative to engage in constructive
dialogue with the organization supporting the logistics for the support group. She was able to gain their
support and guidance on various possibilities of accommodations. To her disappointment, she did not
get her preferred accommodations but after several attempts, she able to identify a service that was
reasonable and worked to her satisfaction. She was able to participate in the support group. This
workshop will give you the information and tools you need to advocate for yourself when seeking
accommodations.

PRESENTER
Brent Jolley works for the California Department of Rehabilitation as
Program Manager, providing support for state employees and their
consumers. His professional experiences include mental health, legislative
analyst, job placement specialist, counselor on substance abuse and
consulting positions on human resources and diversity. He was one of the
co-founders of Hands On VRS (HOVRS), which became, Purple
Communications, where he held various positions over a period of 11
years.

Friday, August 2nd
1:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.

IMPACT OF “NOT SO DEAF”
HEARING LOSSES (mild,
moderate, unilaterals)

Stephanie
Gardiner-Walsh

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER
Dr. Stephanie Gardiner-Walsh is a professor at Illinois State
University in the Deaf Education program. She is a CODA, hard of
hearing, and multi-modal-meaning: She can only half hear, her family
can only half hear, and she can communicate using spoken English,
ASL, or Cued Speech.
Her passion in work revolves around serving those with the ignored
types of hearing loss-mild, unilateral, and late-onset. Outside of work,
she calls herself a race car driver, triathlete, Mom, and cat-lady.

Friday, August 2nd
3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.

MIND THE EARS:
CONNECTING HEARING
AND COGNITION

Laura Gaeta, PhD

An expanding field of research in audiology is looking into the question of whether hearing loss causes
cognitive impairment and dementia, and whether hearing aids can prevent or delay the onset of these
conditions. This workshop will examine recent studies on the topic and what can you do now to prevent
cognitive decline in later years.

DESCRIPTION
This talk will explore the association between hearing, hearing loss, and cognition as we age. Current
research from the field will also be presented.

PRESENTER
Laura Gaeta, PhD, is an assistant professor at
California State University, Sacramento. Her research
focuses on aural rehabilitation with older adults with
hearing loss and multicultural issues. Dr. Gaeta
graduated from the University of Oklahoma with a PhD
in Audiology in 2017.

Friday, August 2nd
4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

REASONABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS
IN THE WORKPLACE

Pamela Cohen

What information should you disclose to an employer when applying for a job or seeking
accommodations for your hearing loss? These are difficult questions that most people face in the
workplace. This workshop will give you advice on how to handle these sensitive topics and how the law
protects your rights and makes it easier for you to work and for your employer to get the full benefit of
your talents.

DESCRIPTION
State and federal law protect people with disabilities from disability-based discrimination in the
workplace. In addition to protecting against unequal treatment, harassment and retaliation, these laws
give people with disabilities the right to reasonable accommodations as job applicants and employees.
Reasonable accommodations can be changes in policies, such as modified work schedules, or physical
changes to a work environment. This interactive workshop will discuss the legal right to reasonable
accommodations, and examples of workplace accommodations for people with hearing disabilities.

PRESENTER
Pamela Cohen is a Sacramento-based staff attorney with Disability
Rights California, the largest disability rights group in the United States.
She represents people with disabilities on issues involving discrimination
and reasonable accommodations in employment, housing, education,
transportation and other settings. She has been a lecturer at Stanford Law
School, a clinical lecturer at the University of Chicago Law School, and a
Visiting Scholar at Sophia University in Tokyo. She has published several
articles on U.S. and Japanese mental health law, and has been a frequent
speaker at professional conferences. She is a 1987 graduate of Columbia
University School of Law.

